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 “Young Master Arthur, I think we should slowly search for precious items. As the saying goes,’ Curiosity 

kills the cat.’ There’s nothing worth seeing!” Hendrick piped in on Ella’s behalf in an obvious attempt to 

steer Arthur away from the area. 

 

“Haha! My curiosity and need to see what’s happening only grew after what you said, Young Master 

Hendrick. Everybody, let’s go! We’ll search for treasures as we fly there. Let’s fan out a little; we might 

obtain some spirited grass on the way by doing so!” Arthur laughed and flew away with a wave of his 

hand. 

 

The others then flew and spread out. They queued into a straight line and slowly flew forward. 

 

A young man who came with Ella and the others scratched his head as he spoke to Hendrick, “I’m just as 

curious, Brother Hendrick. The forest seems quite different compared to how it was previously!” 

 

“Sigh… It’s different… It’s completely different!” 

 

Hendrick did not want to explain too much. He sighed and flew up to catch up with the others. 

 

 “Brother, should I sneak past everyone else and disperse those fighting ahead?” said Ella to Hendrick 

after careful deliberation. 

 

Unexpectedly, Hendrick shook his head with a tightlipped smile. “Sister, that won’t help. Arthur is right. 

Paper can’t contain fire. It’ll be useless even if you notify them beforehand, and there must be dozens of 

dead bodies on the ground, too. Could you quickly clean up the dead bodies?” 

 

Ella finally understood that it was a hopeless case after Hendrick reminded her. It was just a matter of 

time before Arthur and the others discovered what happened. 



Boom! Boom! Boom! 

 

Sounds of battle were heard up ahead as people died and laid in pools of their own blood. 

 

At that moment, Helena-with over a thousand members of the Cabello family and around three hundred 

members of the White family-was attacked by a group of people from the Hall of Divine Royals. 

 

Those from the Hall of Divine Royal had no idea that their hall master, Angus and the others were slain. 

However, as a large number of people had entered this area, there were more than 3,000 of them, and 

they surrounded Helena and the others. 

 

Of course, there were already around a thousand bodies from both the Cabello family and White family 

as the battle prolonged. As for the Hall of Divine Royal, they had a large number of members who were 

in the demi-god level. Hence, there were around 1500 to 1600 bodies on the floor as Helena and the 

others valiantly fought back. 

 

However, it was obvious that Helena and the others were losing from the overall looks of things. 

 

“Haha… Tom Lent, our hall master and the others would be delighted if they knew that we killed so 

many members from both the White and Cabello families!” An old man smiled at a middle-aged man 

with red hair. He had an extremely confident look in his eyes after he waved his sword outward. 

 

“That’s for sure!” Tom smiled coldly. “I do wonder what our hall master is doing right now. Luckily, I’ve 

already broken through into the First-grade ultimate god-level. Surely, our hall master has broken 

through, no? I think he might’ve broken through into the Second-grade ultimate god-level, seeing how 

we’ ve been in this area for around twenty days!” 

 

“Haha… He must’ve broken through. As our hall master, he had to be ashamed of himself if he didn’ t!” 

The old man started laughing loudly after he heard this. “By the way, Tom, you’re considered to have 

made some great contribution, now that you’ve led us to kill these people. I’m sure that they have a 

generous amount of spirited grass with them, and we’ll obtain lots of spirited grass. Tsk, tsk! I think you 



can find a place and try to break through into the Second-grade ultimate god-level. After all, your realm 

is stable enough!” 


